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Type of Online 
Learning 

Description 

Customized 
Webinars 

These can be both live and recorded for teachers. This allows teachers to 
study a component during the days they are working from home or 
when they return to school. The videos will be yours to keep. For 
example, this may be a deep dive into conferring or shared reading. Here 
is one example  of a webinar to give you a sense of what they are like. We 
would create these specifically for your teachers and their needs.  

Curriculum 
Support 

We can write or revise curriculum along with creating resources such as 
assessments, mentor texts, and pacing guides etc. For example, we 
helped one school create a shared reading month by month guide to go 
along with their reading workshop pacing guide. We can take advantage 
of this time to make the resources teachers have been asking for. 

Planning 
 

Teachers or grade levels can spend time planning with us. Whether this 
be planning for right now during the school closings or for what to do 
once they return to school, we can help teachers plan it all out. This 
could relieve a lot of the stress teachers are currently feeling. Many 
teachers have reached out to us and are looking forward to continued 
support in strategic planning. When we spend time planning for the 
now, it will inevitably support how the future unfolds. 

Coaching  We have an opportunity to be flexible with our scheduling and support 
teachers by coaching them individually in an area of professional 
learning they have identified. 

Review Sessions  Perhaps newer teachers or those who need a refresher want to especially 
use this time to catch up on some learning. Review sessions can be 
tailored to your teachers and their needs. This could be a session just on 
running records or a primer on minilessons and how to make them clear 
and short, to name a few. 

Book or Article 
Study 

With so many educators wishing they had more time to read and discuss 
research this is an opportunity to read and study together. We have 
suggested texts (many of which are free) we can recommend around a 
large variety of topics. Then we can have a virtual book club to discuss 
what we read. 

https://players.brightcove.net/1740322051001/default_default/index.html?videoId=6113471843001&fbclid=IwAR2yYS1nURTecmS9TZNicWVtl6ENYQUi0U3WfWkpQNupzUXubjtjix5RQoU


Teaching 
Demonstrations 

We recently recorded several videos of teaching and learning and can 
use them to lead teaching demonstrations with debriefs. This is an 
opportunity for teachers to keep honing their practice. Videos allow us to 
freeze frame and talk about what we notice.  

Choice Study 
Groups 

This is an excellent opportunity for us to truly differentiate professional 
learning and give teachers the personalized study they are looking for. 
Teachers can come together with the consultant in small groups around 
a topic they really want to study. For example, maybe the special ed 
teachers want some time just for them. Perhaps teachers want to learn 
more about how to teach grammar in context. The consultant can work 
with you to create a menu of offerings and teachers choose their session 
topics. 

Cross Grade-Level 
Articulation 

Many teachers want to know more about what the grade levels before 
and after are doing. We can facilitate conversations and create 
documents that help teachers offer a more cohesive experience for 
students that builds from where they left off the previous year. 

Administrator and 
Leader PD 

As school or district leaders you often get pulled during PD or there is 
just not enough time to study how to support and lead literacy initiatives. 
We can meet with you and create customized PD just for you as a leader. 
Perhaps you need a brush up on guided reading yourself or you want to 
know what to look for when you do get back into classrooms. We can 
help you with feedback and coaching ideas tailored to your teachers. 

Literacy or 
Instructional 
Coach PD 

We can meet, plan, and coach the coaches. This could be on a topic, unit, 
or grade level the coach needs more support with or on a coaching 
method they want to try out and refine.  
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